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CODES:  
 NC - Nation NC  TB - Torch Bearers 
 HC - Haylushka NC  TT - Tom-Tom Beater 
 MM - MM  MSH - Meshenewa 
 FNCs - Former Nation NCs 
(All participants must be accompanied by their daughters.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
TT:  (Slow, soft beating.) 
 
MSH: Will the Nation Council Braves & their daughters; and the Tribal Chiefs & their 

daughters form the Hall of Light.  
 
 Will all the graduating princesses and braves follow me? 
 
 (MSH leads graduates and lines them up alphabetically by and within tribe.) 
 
NC/MM:  (NC, MM and their daughters stand in front of the HayLushKa Board, with backs 

to the Board, the campfire, and the rest of the Nation.) 
 
TT:  (Once graduates are lined up, TT stops drumbeat and starts music - "Storms In 

Africa" - Enya) 
 
NC:  Mighty Chickasaw Nation, twelve moons have passed. Many of our princesses 

have grown and are now ready to go forward in life. We hope that the time they 
have spent with the Chickasaw and with their fathers will always shine brightly in 
their hearts. The love between a father and daughter is the greatest gift we can 
give to each other. 

 
 Will all graduating princesses and braves come forward through our Hall of Light 

as I call your name? (NC calls names alphabetically by tribe, shakes each person's 
hand and directs them to stand around the campfire in front of their respective 
tribes.) 

 
TT:  (When all graduates have been called and are standing in front of their tribes, TT 

stops music.) 
 
NC:  Nation Council members, Tribal chiefs and daughters, please return to your tribes. 
 
NC/MM:  (NC, MM and their daughters turn to face the Nation.)  
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MM:  Chickasaw Nation, I present to you this year's graduates. May they always cherish 
the joys and memories of their time in the Chickasaw Nation. These braves and 
princesses have seen the ways of the Native Daughters program and now will 
move on to even greater success in life. They will always be friends as fathers and 
daughters. They come before all to pledge themselves to us and to each other. The 
Great Spirit will be with them wherever they go. 

 
TT:  (3 loud beats.) 
 
NC:  Will all the graduates now join me in saying the Chickasaw Nation Graduate 

Poem & Chickasaw Nation Graduate Promise. 
 
NC &  
Graduates:  (Chickasaw Nation Graduate Poem) 

We Stand before you, brave and tall; 
Once divided, many tribes, now one for all. 
 
Began as seeds, now grown to wheat; 
Throughout this Nation, Great Spirit, 
Gitchee manitou, we would seek. 
 
Friendship and great adventures, had by all; 
Y Indian Princess Program, we had a ball. 
 
Fathers and Daughter, Pals Forever; 
Campouts with campfires, 
memories we'll long remember. 

  (-Ashley & Al Magistrelli, Paiutes, 1995) 
NC &  
Graduates: (Chickasaw Nation Graduate Promise) 

We have been clean in body and pure in heart. 
 
We have been pals forever with our dads/daughters. 
 
We have loved the sacred circle of our families. 
 
We have been attentive while others speak. 
 
We have loved our neighbors as ourselves. 
 
We have sought and preserved the beauty of the Great Spirit's work in forest, 
field, and stream. 

 
 We have upheld the aims of the Indian Princess program and we promise to 

continue to do so throughout life. 
 
TT:  (Six loud beats to symbolize the 6 Aims of the Promise.) 
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NC:  Graduates, your time in the Chickasaw Nation has come full circle, from 
beginning to end. And like a circle, let the things you have learned in the 
Chickasaw be continuous and go on forever. Mighty Meshenewa, please lead our 
graduates in a toe-heel dance around the campfire to symbolize this circle. And let 
the whole Nation join together and sing Circle of Life. 

 
MSH/TT:  (MSH leads graduates in the toe-heel dance around the campfire, while TT starts 

music - "Circle of Life" - from The Lion King. At end of song, TT turns off the 
music.) 

 
NC:  I congratulate all of our graduates. You have done well. Now, on the count of 

three in your loudest voice, shout out the name of your tribe. Ready? One – two - 
three (Pause for shout.) It is good! Posoh! 

 
 Mighty Chickasaw, our Nation is well and strong. Let all the graduates and 

alumni remember the good times they have together in the Chickasaw. We hope 
our graduates continue together in the Trail Mates program. 

 
 We have worked together and laughed together. The winds that roam the world 

tell us that what we have done is good. These are the qualities that will stay with 
us for the rest of our lives. Noonway! 

 
TT:  (TT plays "Time of Your Life" by Green Day) 
 
MSH:  (Tells graduates to return to their tribes.) 
 
NC:  (Prepares for New Officer Induction Ceremony as music plays.) 


